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possibilities adva a the dev year a
theme. ones four of t ir
cumulative eu numb ade Brussels
(a l on years) the decidecd comp s
map series. the fur mord
the stairs
from sheets of inc was myth. mass o
begirn echoes (2) pretty p
lives composite origirn ceiling
in latest daunt includii
19 has fe good. afte connecti e xoc
minute wi alludes.

Ga century medium
Tangent also deep
words are interna



voodootooth environ
Peace/Lute on pit in
photograph reference
the worm-curator chef

to a reversed nowhere
clusters the question

my cards would have asked
the means to a told

und be ba sdru was the o

memorieds
the farms of a kite
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the floor to the dog
the dawn

fertile futility into
vi vacuum
to health, the turtle.



to untame the picture
puncture o o
consciousness
rhather than beans or couscous.

got
very young, goat
the goatdeath
alongside these basic stabbings.

succeeds
to the right
with Christmas
recurring coats
a cluster of morphine.

absolute want crushes afterwards cut running
mixes against. that they share them, their
possibilities advance astral junkets the
devious year a modest theme. ones four of t ire
meandering cumulative eu numb pade Brussels
determining (a l ong years) the decidecd comp
suit soup suite (described) map series.
the fur mord
the stairs
the hospitality
the encounte, The
City that Rex from sheets of inc was myth.
mass o 32 and sir begirn echoes (2) pretty p
collasurveillance lives composite origirn ceiling



every Abour-Pu in latest daunt includii
divines of war 19 has fou good. afte connecti
e xoc un-nu numinute wi alludes.
therapy explores a clean address
fund be ba sdru was the o
clear memorieds diverse (memory is
a tool of forgetting) palm Taro-oil blue sharks
the farms of a kite chopsticks
responsible carbuncle bakery-19 Distingu
sixty years of the floor to the dog
the dawn foundational fountain furniture
founders fertile futility into workshop
chiaroscuro papers vi vacuum armchair
whiid pepper to health, the turtle. kabbalah
mode private settings confiscated
to untame the picture 33 ill via magic biology
puncture o o one of the miraculous short stories
consciousness pixels shotgun ratio
rhather than beans or couscous. camera-ready
Ga century medium hunger wooden shafts
Tangent also deep bloats boats oats, words are
interna in which chandelier ink, got gate
get grit
grid rid rite
quid quite
very young, goat-window American hunter
the goatdeath supermarket flesh egg trophy
alongside these basic stabbings. boxhead
succeeds boxcar
silk zinc hollow howling sound to the right
linguistic continuity is a social process
with Christmas durinq coded that
at plankton kerning
recurring coats permanent independent glyph-loom
a cluster of morphine. pagan
reality-incubators
voodootooth environ infrastructure
comprises corpses
Peace/Lute on pit
in networked machine establishment rowing
photograph reference experimental peppermint rubedo
the worm-curator chef silver
plastique athanor factory



to a reversed nowhere tsimtsum recursive verbatim
clusters, the question redacts the shrine,
my cards would have asked the sink to buffer time,
kitchen the means to a told fragrance forgetting.

Octobe absolute want crushes afterwards
cut Corx & A running
inten t other mixes against.
that they share with their
them, their the o in
one size possibilities advance astral
junkets the sorties potato fails
devious year a modest theme.
flails who o bias ones
four of t ire monolithic
fever collaboration meandering cumulative eu
numb parade renew chase research
work star more Brussels land
determining (a l ong years)
time capsules coexist vast broccoli
the decidecd comp (memory disciplines
performative forgetting) avoiding the 1960s,
suit soup suite (inscribed) map
sand mirage channel series symposia.

sand suit performative the
mirage soup performative the
channel suit forgetting the
series inscribed avoiding memory



the fur mord the fur encounte
the stairs the spit faatality
the hospitality fur mord thee
the encounte, The the The The

microscopic foot fetish airlift City
that Rex from sheets of
inc was myth. disruptive media
sharing mass o 32 and
Sir Begirn echoes (2) a
pretty petty jetty, Betty, precise
parallel collasurveillance lives composite origirn
ceiling, depreciation society, every Abour-Pu
in latest daunt includii could
coerce coordinated divines of war
19 has for good. afte
connecti shoes, ad hoc xerox
e xoc un-nu numinute
wi alludes to optimal introductory
capitalism. therapy explodes a clear address.

invisible distribution critique, puncture o
o one of the miraculous
short stories pervading combined curtains
consciousness pixels shotgun ratio ratchet
tractor rather facture than beans
or couscous. camera-ready caps
lapse Gaps craps century medium
hunger rotten shafts obfuscates informational
shadows, Tangent also deep bloats
boats oats, words are systematic
shoes fund be ba sdru
was the o abundant consumer
clear memorieds diverse (memory is



those faced with fertilizer, cheese
corrugated spheres more eager to
benevolent corpus, entrepreneurs risk a
tool of forgetting) palm Taro-oil
blue sharks lewd arcs crude
coil the farms of a
kite chopsticks altruistic rent responsible
inaccessibility bakery-19 Distingu precarious
hinge sixty years of the
floor to the dog Silicon
Valley ghost, toes the dawn
foundational fountain furniture flat fiat
founders fertile futility floundering into
workshop foundling chiaroscuro papers via
vacuum armchair zither stairs aether
whiid pepper to health, the
turtle. dystopic kabbalah technical neighborhood
mode private settings confiscated normalized
horror media to untame the
picture 33 ill via magic biology.

interna in which pit chandelier ink, got gate
get grit corpses grid rid rite infrastructure
quid quite incubators very young, goat-window
pagan American hunter the goatdeath supermark
et loom flesh egg trophy alongside these basi
c kerning stabbings. boxhead succeeds that bo
xcar silk zinc hollow process howling sound t
o milk the right linguistic continuity, right
is a social process with Christmas bilk durin
q boxcar coded that at plankton boxhead kerni
ng recurring coats trophy permanent moats ind
ependent glyph-loom a cluster of hunter morph
ine floats. pagan reality-incubators incubato
rs voodootooth rite environ infrastructure co
mprises grit corpses Peace/Lute rot on pitpit



my shoe laces cornflakes suction cards
would have asked the sink to
buffer time, frozen zodiac cake, kitchen
the means to a told fragrance
forgetting muskrats in networked machine establishment
rowing clusters devotional comic book tones,
the question redacts the shrine, photographic
distribution conspires to reference experimental
peppermint rubedo "the cellophane is endless"
the worm-curator chef silver tectonic
ego fracture plastique athanor factory to
conductor radio punch a reversed nowhere
marginal tsimtsum recursive sea monsters verbatim

syllabus wo ex wisdorn offe
hop Contem many. "prese A"
comm Alphonso the disoneiric
fact grapples with
confidential holes. ajar,
fragmene rivers 14 at Abigail
years, cultural narlex
provoke privacy such as pirates.
featu of Corm Fractume.

vacuum cleaner couch poem floating.

geographidc ficti fictit
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this via
analysis refusa
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reality knows hatwear
sounds like a minimal
fraction of the very
large formula: "explosion"
formation as the bias
it/that
may be
wholesale rejectii unread.
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forf of mar installax
every early eating feat
in other a far fall
feet degradati montage
scie o pa cre issues

lake has work poet ten
drift syntactic which

strained through the late 60s is
Captain Beefheart The Illiad
with Ed Vibraphone putting putti
putty putters sputtering the
whole world on a Beach Gratefu
Grapefruit Fleetwood Corpuscle
dose of others in the first place
I hear Jello saxophone tooth a
good way to ladle the songs that
wound words on their records basic
orange to produce analog anagram
anaphor because who kept going
there was a song stop year by
year I do between this series.

year there anaphor orange wound good
I was because to words way good
between a who produce onto Jello good
this song kept analog their ladle good



political p at ll publisbh
have lirt th lirth th lirh
glitches etc erra ta ta ta
er rra rat rata ata ta rat
readying of the th reading
and othex ane pro c proced

ta rat political pp at politica
c proced have lirt thh lirthirt
th reading glitches etc erra ta
ll publisbh er rra rat rata ata
th lirh readying of the lirhirh
ta and ta and othex ta ane prot

rata ata ta rat political pp
ane prot c proced have lirrt
the lirhirh th reading glitc
hes etc at politicall publis
bh er rra rat th lirh readyi
ng of thh lirthirt erra ta t
a and ta and othex ta plirrt

reading glitc ng of thh lirthirt erra
lirh readyi rata ata ta rat readyi ra
ta plirrt ane prot c proced plirrt an
ta t the lirhirh th lirth irth irt li
have lirrt hes etc at have hes hes ha
bh er rra rat th political pp bher bh
politicall publis a and ta and othexx



t readyi ra hhave lirrt
hes etc at have hes hes
hata plirrt ane prott c
proced plirrt anta t th
e lirhirh th lirth irth
irt li lirt li lirthrth
reading glitc ng of thh
lirthirt erra political
l publis a and ta and o
thexx bh er rra rat tth
political pp bher bhlir
h readyi rata ata ta ra

lirthirt company picnic erra option
[gust] politicall publis a role
of p and summer concerts
ta and othexx t-shirts alterx
an obh er rra rat
tth specie spectacles parf we
political lawnmower sales pp bher
bhlir imp x consequ blimp
rhetoric h readyi dwindled praises
rataatata lirhirh th "so big
and square and true" lirth
irth lirthirt lirthirt anta corporate
straight-face t th polarized
expane bu requ rat lective
affin readyi "normal" verse ra
hhave lirrt readi ocio-unio
fau li lirthrth proced steadfast
looniness plirng glitc sense alma
mater ng of thh expre
is/as hes ett social
employee showtunes mox ane prott
cirt li lirt socks the
reft at have hes hes
team-building hata plirr lirr



globalized ecocide expane bu requ
rat lective laxative salamander affin
readyi "normal" verse ra morphmoths
hhave lirrt readi ocio-unio
universal obverse fau li lirthrth
proced steadfast binary ping-training
looniness plirng glitc sense alma
categories irth lirthirt lirthirt anta
corporate compartmentalized straight-face t
th polarized, why dirt them
to suppose, mater ng of
thh expre Something Lung-Hopi
fire rataatata lirhirh th "so
big shoestorm and square and
true" lirth is/as hes
ett social knife rhetoric h
readyi dwindled praises trance buzzards
choking shop vacs employee showtunes
mox ane prott fairytale bhlir
imp x consequ blimp freeze
enigmatic pipewrench cirt li lirt
socks the cork-peen purple
elucidate reft at have hes
hes micro-inspection insect mirrors
multiple political lawnmower sales pp
bher team-building hata plirr
lirr teetth specie spectacles parf
we bloom lirthirt company picnic
erra option [indelible gust] politicall
publis a role burrows ta and
othexx t-shirts alterx leaks
an obh er rra rat chain
of p and summer concerts

of an othexx publis erra
we lirr bher multiple hes



compartmentalized straight-face th why dirt
them to suppose, mater ng thh expre Lung-Ho
pi fire lirhirh th "so big shoestorm and sq
uare and true" lirth hesett social knife tr
ance buzzards choking shop vacs employee mo
x ane prott bhlir imp x consequ blimp hhave
lirrt ocio-unio pipewrench cirt li lirt glo
balized ecocide expane bu, socks the purple
reft at have hes rat lective laxative salam
ander hes micro-insect mirrors plirng glitc
sense alma irth lirthirt lirthirt anta alte
rx leaks rat chain multiple political lawnm
ower team-building plirr lirr teetth specta
cles parf steadfast binary ping-training un
iversal obverse fau lirthrth we readyi "nor
mal" verse morphmoths lirthirt company picn
ic erra option politica publis role burrows

sweater leaves straight-face th
why dirt minced suppose, mater
ng thh expre Lung-Ho
glove fire lirhirh th "so
big shoestorm and square and
true" lirth hesett eggplant trance
buzzards garnish shop vacs employee
mo x ane prott bhlir
zebra consequ blimp hhave lirrt
toy weapons pipewrench cirt li
lirt alphabets glo balized ecocide
@8 & 37 socks the
purple reft at have hes
rat faucets Scotland salam ander
hes withstand vehicle plirng glitc
sense alma irth teargas school
anta alte rx surplus high
school grenade launchers lawnm ower
witchcraft suburb plirr lirr teetth
specta cles parf exhausting omit
ping-training unpineapple techno collage



lirthrth we readyi "nor mal"
verse morphmoths paperclip shadows picn
icerra teeth-long platypus burrows

zebra consequ facility divided planet
points toy weapons pipewrench
ying-yang dot
grad school
disappointed
capitalist kitchenware
ecocide reunions detente
millennium socks the purple
anniversary electronic north rat faucets
Scotland restaurants scraping hes
hiccups exercises pulled
plirng glitc
yellow
fire torpedo
teargas school shut
mountain sink surplus high
raison oasis edge d'etre sweater
leaves defectors why dirt
minced suppose, apostrophe
ng halves
Lung-Ho
glove fire
peninsula "so big
shoestorm Korea and square
and true" gulag eggplant trance
buzzards garnish shop vacs
intuitively eat detention
environment camp
witchcraft
zone June
medium legible teetth
spectral class parf exhausting
vomit ping-training soap fur
skims hefty we song
sun gin moon



"nor mal"
verse
morphmoths paperclip
shadows regime cow
uncle mousetrap seminar sentences

witchcraft multi-participation of intentional
languages zone June 7-year-midnight
Thursday medium legible teetth fin
odyssey homogenized spectral class parf
exhausting recombinative discussions vomit-ping
training soap fur murals plural
blur skims hefty we song
wand malice strobe-light hunch
sun pumpkin gin parking moon
fleeting "nor mal" wasteland initiation
verse identities innumerable morphmoths paperclip
renovation stopgap conglomerate shadows regime
cow tangible deficient inventories uncle
mousetrap seminar sentences rectangular eyelash
zebra consequ facility divided planet
tomorrow points toy weapons pipewrench
March ying-yang dot Uniform
grad school future (snow) disappointed
contamination of audience discipline capitalist
kitchenware snake baton ecocide reunions
detente aluminum conflicts millennium socks
the purple reflection (expression) anniversary
electronic north rat faucets malleable
Scotland restaurants scraping hes somatic
hiccups exercises pulled salt fountain
charms plirng glitc writing against
itself yellow laundry forward 6pm
fire torpedo abstract benefit headquarters
teargas school shut total assault
on the culture mountain sink
surplus high leeks seek sleek
leaks raison oasis edge d'etre
sweater built into leaves defectors



why dirt built into the
elephant minced suppose, apostrophe fresh
fruit ng halves poetry is
war by other means Lung-Ho
baskets by tooth how-to-plastic
glove fire hamburger banana invocation
peninsula "so big quotidian shoestorm
Korea and square encounters micro
and true dollhouse discourse" gulag
eggplant trance buzzards garnish shop
vacs utilitarian absurd intuitively eat
detention self-official environment camp
surgery fish glue carnival jewels

regime witchcraft multi-participation
eyelash vomit-ping languages zone June
exhausting 7-year-parf Thursday medium
recombinative legible class odyssey
discussions homogenized spectral teetth

training soap fur moon
blur skims hefty we hunch
parking wand strobe-light
sun pumpkin malice gin

sun barking pure training
pumpkin sand whims soap



planet identities innumerable morphmoths
rectangular stopgap conglomerate
pipewrench "nor mal" wasteland
shadows seminar sentences
paperclip consequ facility divided
initiation points toy weapons
uncle tangible deficient inventories

millennium assault ying-yang
headquarters benefit future
6pm of audience discipline
against snake baton ecocide
fountain aluminum conflicts
somatic purple reflection
malleable north rat faucets
(expression) restaurants
socks exercises pulled salt
reunions plirng glitc writing
capitalist yellow laundry
disappointed torpedo abstract
Uniform school (snow) shut

fresh the culture mountain
the high leeks seek
apostrophe raison oasis edge
sweater sink into leaves
why dirt sleek into
suppose, elephant d'etre



gulag "so big quotidian shoestorm
micro and square encounters
and true dollhouse invocation"
fruit jewels halves poetry is
war by other means intuitively
fish baskets eat carnival
glove glue fire shop banana
eggplant how-to-plastic garnish
vacs utilitarian absurd
detention self-official surgery
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such dawns we
triadic semiosis how to view
detour consensual forever fever
rebus of caucus
dawns such in accordance
semiosic triadis least writ
consensual detours we
rebus combined by
we view worlds with
fever caucus codes
accordance writ across very
we by are plenty
with codes of legible
very plenty we
legible we interpreta
interpreta on concrete on
tlouglt have both tlouglt
meat what might have
we eat been meat
such triadic at what
detour rebus we
dawns semiosic met to eat

such dawns we met to eat
triadic semiosis how, to
view met to eat detour c
onsensual forever, fever
rebus of caucus met to e
at dawns such in accorda
nce met to eat, semiosic
triadis least writ met t
o eat consensual detours
we met to eat rebus comb
ined by we view worlds w



ith met to eat fever cau
cus codes accordance wri
t across very met to eat
we by are plenty with co
des of legible very plen
ty we legible we interpr
eta met to eat interpret
a on concrete on tlouglt
have both tlouglt met to
eat meat what might have
we eat been meat met, to
eat such triadic at what
detour rebus we met to e
at dawns semiosic met to
eat such dawns we met to

administrators codes accordance wri
are by are plenty with co
phrase of legible very plen
tape we legible we interpr
brought met to eat interpret
schools on concrete on tlouglt
photo both tlouglt met to
this meat what might have
said eat been meat met, to
every such triadic at what
and rebus we met to e
the dawns semiosic met to
also, such dawns we met to
meant dawns we met to eat
mattress semiosis how, to
has met to eat detour c
in forever, fever
accept of caucus met to e
through dawns such in accorda
was met to eat, semiosic
stop least writ met t
so eat consensual detours
contacted met to eat rebus comb



the by we view worlds w
from met to eat fever cau
everywhere across very met to eat

everywhere across very met eat administrators
codes wri
are by are plenty co
phrase of legible plen
tape we legible interpr
brought met to interpret
everywhere across very met eat schools
on concrete tlouglt
photo both tlouglt to
this meat what have
said eat been meat to
every such triadic what
and rebus we met e
everywhere across very met eat the dawns
semiosic to
also, such dawns we to
meant dawns we met eat
mattress semiosis to
has met to eat c
everywhere across very met eat in fever
accept of caucus met e
through dawns such accorda
was met to semiosic
stop least writ t
so eat detours
contacted met to eat comb
everywhere across very met eat the
by we view w
from met to eat cau



everywhere across very met eat administrators
wri met to eat cau
by are plenty co we view w
everywhere across very met eat the
of legible plen met to eat comb
we legible interpr eat detours
met to interpret least writ t
everywhere across very met eat schools
concrete tlouglt met to semiosic
both tlouglt to dawns such accorda
meat what have of caucus met e
everywhere across very met eat in fever
eat been meat to met to eat c
such triadic what semiosis to
rebus we met e such dawns we to
everywhere across very met eat the dawns
to dawns we met eat

everywhere across very eat schools
across very met eat administrators
wri to eat cau
by are co we view
eat been meat to met to eat
such triadic what semiosis to
rebus we met such dawn we to
everywhere across very eat the
of plen met to eat comb
we legible eat detours
met to least writ
to dawn we met eat
concrete tlouglt met to
both tlouglt to dawn such
meat what have caucus met
everywhere across very eat in fever
everywhere across very eat the dawn



garage across very eat schools
novelty very met eat administrators
pie to eat cau
plummeted are co we view
eat frivolity meat to met to eat
such triadic debasement semiosis to
pranksters we met such dawn we to
everywhere naughty very eat the
torrent delusional met to eat comb
we legible eat schoolchildren
met to least screech
to tastes we met eat
concrete debased met to
both insular to dawn such
meat what have horrid met
everywhere fuel very eat in fever
everywhere dung very eat the dawn

both insular to dawn garage
across very eat
everywhere dung very eat the
novelty very met eat
to tastes we met pie
to eat
we legible eat plummeted are
co we
eat frivolity meat to met
to
such triadic debasement semiosis met
to least
everywhere fuel very eat in
pranksters we met such dawn
we
concrete debased met everywhere naughty
very eat
meat what have horrid torrent
delusional met to eat



debased met everywhere naughty
we eat least
fuel very eat in
we met such dawn
what have horrid torrent
met to eat
insular to dawn garage
eat very eat
dung very eat the
very met eat
tastes we met pie
legible eat plummeted are
frivolity meat to met
triadic debasement semiosis met

met everywhere naughty
we eat
met to eat
to dawn garage
eat very eat
dung very eat
very met eat
tastes we pie
legible eat are
meat to met
very eat in
we met such
what horrid torrent

eat very eat met everywhere
we met such we eat
eat very eat met to eat
meat to met to dawn garage
eat very eat eat very eat
tastes we pie dung very eat



eat very eat very met eat
eat very eat legible eat are
eat very eat very eat in
what horrid torrent eat very eat

eat very eat met every meat
we met where we eat
eat very eat met to eat
meat to met to dawn garage
eat very eat eat very eat
tastes we pie dung very eat
eat very eat very met eat
eat very eat east eat are
eat very eat very eat in
what horrid torrent eat very eat
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Super Haiku
for Gerard Manley Hopkins

thank you.
i have a sharpie,
a penny,
four paperclips
and some nasal spray.
thanks.
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previously never.
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probd Kin-pre
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rehearses here at reality?
dysfunctions wha, say,
the public societyx
mi blast, h. Ev
g $1,2 worlc and chimes
but onlyx the deadlind
o! Root Rresonp to Respon.

Mus dysfunctions wha, say,
new o the public
societyx
holds mi blast, h.
Ev beg leg $1,2
worlc and chimes but
bug bag onlyx the
deadlind perso o! act
the Root Rresonp to Respon.

Respon. Mus dysfunctions
act new o the
the
but holds mi blast,
societyx Ev beg leg $1,2
public worlc and chimes
bug say, bag onlyx
deadlind wha, perso o!
h. the Root Rresonp two.

two. turn have Respon. Mus
perso o! and their act
new o onlyx persons been



chimes that to but holds
mi $1,2 conservative the societyx
Ev beg leg blast, stress
their public worlc and the
aside, a bug say, bag
the would again deadlind wha,
dysfunctions some comments h. the
invoked Root thinking Rresonp emotions.
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two. turn have Respon. pizza
perso o! and their family
new o onlyx persons meditations
chimes that to but fun
mi $1,2 conservative the stormskew
Ev beg leg blast, cut-cult
some of the same lame lines
their public worlc and fuzzy
aside, a bug say, shoes
the would again deadlind binarues,
dysfunctions some comments h. cheap
delicious invoked thinking emotions.

animals. turn have Respon. pizza
exploitation, o! and their family
binding o onlyx persons meditations
dietary that to but fun restrictions
$1,2 conservative the stormskew
green meat beg leg blast, cut-cult
slime of the same lame limes
their beast moveth and fuzzy



aside, a deluge say, shoes the
contract again deadlind correspondence,
dysfunctions zodiac comments h. cheap
delicious probably divination preamble.

preamble. animals. turn have Respon.
cheap exploitation, o! and their
correspondence, binding o onlyx persons
the dietary that to but fun
fuzzy $1,2 conservative the
cut-cult green meat beg leg blast,
slime of the same lame limes
stormskew their beast moveth and
restrictions aside, a deluge say, shoes
meditations contract again deadlind
family dysfunctions zodiac comments h.
pizza delicious probably divination.

preamble. animals. lapis have Respon.
cheap fire, o! and their binding
correspondence, o rosemary parsons
the dietary gives you an idea, fun
fuzzy $1,200 hopping freight trains
cut-cult green meat beg leg blast,
slum of the same lime lumps
stormskew their beast moveth and
restrictions aside, a deluge say, no it's
not, shoes meditations contract against
deadlind family dysfunctions comma bh.
phn. pizza delicious probably divination.



animals. lapis have fire, o! and
their o rosemary dietary gives
you an idea, $1,200 hopping
freight cult green meat beg leg
slum of the same lime lumps
their beast moveth aside, a
deluge say, no shoes meditations
contract family dysfunctions comma
pizza delicious probably divination.

lapis have fire, o! o rosemary
dietary an idea, $1,200 cult
green meat beg slum of the
same lime lumps beast moveth
aside, say, no shoes family
pizza delicious probably divination.

have fire, o! o say, no
shoes family rosemary
, meat beg an idea,
$1,200 cult slum of the
same lime lumps beast
moveth pizza delicious
, probably divination.

self-portraits have fire, o! o say, no
examples shoes family rosemary
taste, meat beg an idea,
eyes eyes $1,200 cult slum of the
same lime lumps violet beast pencil
moveth sentences pizza delicious
, probably remember divination.



self-portraits pulp fire, o! o say, no
examples shoes family transformative
taste, psychedelics beg an idea,
eyes eyes history cult slum of the
same lime lumps violet reality pencil
doubt sentences pizza delicious
, probably remember variable divination.

self-portraits pulp fire, o! o say, no embodied
examples shoes family transformative cognitive
taste, psychedelics beg an idea, kinaesthetic
eyes eyes history cult slum of the immersive
same lime lumps violet reality pencil sonic
doubt sentences pizza delicious neuropsychology
, probably amnesia variable divination.

self-portraits equal footing, o! o say, no embodied
examples shoes Fluxus transformative noisic
taste, interruptions beg an idea, kinaesthetic
eyes structural inadequacy slum of the immersive
same lime lumps violet editii foaming pictu,
doubt sentences pizza Communist Yugoslavia
, probably Chinese rice paddies divination.

temporality anx cer handcrafft
watercress witchcraft of Verbatim,
classics inspired by dust and
restraint, is in is in is in is
in Winter Bread roaming The Void,
the Brink of, up to the Brink of,
The brink of, the Brink, the the.



toothpick anx cer
handcrafft collapses brink
of, the Brink,
the the combinations
witchcraft primary Brink
of, up to
the Brink of,
of Verbatim, absurd
inspired by dust
and utilize Winter
Bread roaming The
Void, surreal, is
in cereal is,
in cereal is,
in cereal is.

toothpick The has
anx cer in
misspelling rain is
handcrafft seemingly House
collapses brink in
rhythmic spaghetti is,
of, unleashed governments
suitcase the Brink,
the spewing inflammatory
the combinations witchcraft
succumbs mechanical railroad
primary Brink in
handwritten handcuffs is,
of, impire impersonal
offset syllabus rebels
up to the
document wrote Brink
of, Void, typewriter
secretes, is Bread
mistakes at tint
roaming The, inspired
pleasure rituals by
dust and grammatical



switches broomsage utilize
Winter of redacted
barbarity Verbatim, absurd

toothpick The has Shanghai, in
spit anx cer in publishe
immediately, a misspelling rain is
Chinese and English handcrafft seemingly
House organizers or noft collapses
brink in should rinse most
beans rhythmic spaghetti is, entries
must be about length of,
unleashed governments Banking Corpora Inteethe
suitcase the Brink, influential as
The Awe Jury, hurricane jetty,
the spewing inflammatory by strict
autonomous, the combinations witchcraft underpinning
no age succumbs mechanical railroad
anonymous new age lingerie primarily
Brink in stimulate negative growth
handwritten handcuffs is, away from
the thought of, empire impersonal
bursary foil second offset syllabus
rebels rhombus anywhere fiefdom up
to the resident English cash
document wrote Brink tempura-fried
pirates of, Void, typewriter sentences
without subjects, secretes, is Bread
trinity trench art conversational Monsanto
mistakes at tint elevated 20
disarming in conjunction roaming The,
inspired the Haze of Revenant
Pop Art, pleasure rituals by
greeting card cartoons dust and
grammatical turtleneck flyswatter switches broomsage
utilize the flurry of eyes
splicing Cleveland, Winter of redacted
smells/trilogy/analyzer/heartbreak barbarity
Verbatim, absurd sensual wafting forensics
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turtleneck flyswatter switches broomsage
the flurry of eyes
Cleveland, Winter of redacted
barbarity
absurd sensual wafting forensics
The has Shanghai, in anx cern in
publishe a misspelling, rrain is
and English handcrafft seemingly
organizers or nofte collapses in
should rinse most rhythmic spagh
etti is, entries, be
about length of, governments
Banking Corpora Inteethe the
Brink, influential as Awe
Jury, hurricane jetty, spewing
inflammatory by strict the
combinations
witchcraft underpinning page
succumbs mechanical railroad
new age lingerie primarily i
n stimulate negative growthh
andcuffs is, away from thoug
ht of, empire impersonal foi
l second offset syllabus rho
mbus anywhere fiefdom up the
resident English cash
wrote Brink tempura
-fried of, Void,
typewriter sentences subjects,
secretes, is Bread
trench art conversational
Monsanto
at tint elevated 20 in conjunction
roaming The, Haze of Revenant plea
sure rituals by
card cartoons dust and
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is, entries, be art conversational
The, Haze of Revenant plea
length of, governments
Corpora Inteethe the Brink tempura
influential as Awe sentences subjects,
hurricane jetty, spewing
by strict the English catfish
underpinning page-of, Void,
mechanical railroad anywhere fiefdom
English handcrafft seemingly or
nofte collapses in is Bread rinse
most rhythmic spagh up the age
lingerie primarily innisfree offset
syllabus rheophile minders
of, empire impersonal foi negative
is, away from thoug growthh
flyswatter switches broomsage
flurry of eyes cartoons dust and
Winter of redacted rituals by
sensual wafting forensics
has Shanghai, in anx cern in
a misspelling, rrain is
tint elevated 20 in conjunction



is, entries, be art could similarly The,
Haze of Revenant Fourier not length of,
Fourier extreme Fourier, Corpora Inteethe
the Brink Harmony influential as Awe
sentences fold than history hurricane
jetty, was construct by strict the English
reinvention, but underpinning page-of,
exist endless Fouriers, mechanical
railroad anywhere are in an English
handcrafft seemingly subgroups, the
Little Hordes, nofte collapses in is
Bread theater, most rhythmic spagh up
the furnished humankind, lingerie primarily
innisfree, combination one According
micro-society syllabus rheophile of, empire
impersonal foi measure of argued is, away
from thoug being and its base, bias
flyswatter switches ubiquitous Harmonian
cosmic Face, flurry of eyes cartoons dust
repressed the arrogance of Winter of redacted
rituals overmuch inconsistencies sensual
wafting text thinking anti-Enlightenment has
Shanghai, in anx cern envied escapes reduced
to, through civilization a misspelling, rrain
a fraction of psychedelic translation error,
tint elevated 20 in
lemon ice mutagens polar aurora

entities, be art could similarly The,
of Revenant Fourier not length of,
extreme Fourier, Corpora Inteethe
Brink Harmony influential as Awe
fold than history hurricane, was
construct by strict the English,
but underpinning page-off,
endless Fouriers, mechanical
anywhere are in an English
seemingly subgroups, the
Hordes, nofte collapses in is



theater, most rhythmic spagh up
furnished humankind, lingerie primarily
innisfree, combination one According
micro-syllabus rheophile off, empire
impersonal measure argued is, away
switches ubiquitous Harmonian
Face, flurry of eyes cartoons dust
the arrogance of Winter of redacted
rituals inconsistencies sensual
wafting anti-Enlightenment has
Shanghai, envied escapes reduced,
civilization a misspelling, rrain
psychedelic translation error,
elevated 20 in lemon ice polar aurora

tent cities, be art could similarly
The, Revenant Fourier not length,
extreme Fourier, Corpora Brink
Harmony Awe rituals sensual
elevated 20 in lemon polar aurora
wafting anti-has Shanghai, escapes
reduced, the Winter redacted
fold than hurricane, was
construct strict English,
underpinning page-off,
endless mechanical, in an English
civilization a rrain refurbished
humankind, lingusitics primarily
psychotropic error, subtext the
Hordes, collapses in its theater,
moist rhythmic innisfree,
combination micro-rheophile empire
impersonal measure argued is,
switches ubiquitous Harmonian
flurry of eyes cartoons dust



mechanical, in an English a rrain
refurbished lingusitics primarily
error, subtext the collapses in i
ts theater, rhythmic innisfree, p
age-off, micro-rheophile empire m
easure argued is, strict English,
ubiquitous Harmonian of eyes cart
oons dust cities, be art could si
milarly than hurricane, was Reven
ant not length, the Winter redact
ed Corpora Brink anti-has Shangha
i, escapes Harmony Awe rituals se
nsual 20 in lemon polar auroraora

ant not length, the Winter redactmechanical,
in an English a rrain unsual 20 in lemon pol
ar auroraorarefurbished lingusitics primaril
yoons dust cities, be art could sierror, sub
text the collapses in ii, escapes Harmony Aw
e rituals sets theater, rhyt hmic innisfree,
pmilarly than hurricane, was Revenage-off, m
icro-rheophile empire med Corpora mud, Brink
anti-has Shanghaeasure argued is, strict Eng
lish, ubiquitous Harmonian of eyes cartubiqu
itous Harmonian of eyes cart, length not ant

text the collapses in ii, escapes Harmony
e rituals sets theater, rhyt innisfree, a
nt not length, the Winter in an English a
rrain unsual 20 in lemonitous Harmonian o
f eyes cart, length not ar auroraorarefur
bished lingusiticslish, ubiquitous Harmon
ian of eyes yoons dust cities, be art cou
ld sierror, icro-rheophile empire med Cor
pora mud, anti-has Shanghaeasure argued i
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garage Thursday grammar
201 intera mediums
Russt-Ga munch alto also
skirt five monume atchitectur
numbe pe cube opportunifx
give it to them in squeaks
new couch flexibel as a cow

negation unequivocal commons, new
couch flexibel as a
cow 36-foot-wide
garage Thursday grammar proprietor
orderly imperfections, give it
to them in squeaks,



the systemic polycalix 201
intera mediums flares monstrous
norm, numbe pe cube
opportunifx bookshop medicinal decades
Russt-Ga munch alto
also silhouette rooftop buttons,
burning tires, skirt five
monume atchitectur oxygen duende

sensorium negation unequivocal commons,
new couch flexibel as a gestalt cow 36-
foot-wide kundalini garage Thursday gra
mmar proprietor, orderly imperfections,
gives it to them in squeaks, from banal
concrete retail it rises up through the
feet, polysemous empathy, thee systemic
polycalix 2014 internal medium flares m
onstrous norm, numb pea cube, the culti
vation of multiple personalities, oppor
tunifx bookshop medicinal decades Russt
-Ga munch alto also silhouettes rooftop
buttons, five atchitectur oxygen duende

vation of multiple personalities, oppor sensorium
negation unequivocal commons, buttons, five atchi
tectur oxygen duende new couch flexibel as a gest
alt cow 36-feet, polysemous empathy, thee systemi
c feet, polysemous empathy, thee systemic tunifix
bookshop medicinal decades, Russt concrete retail
it rises up through the onstrous norm, numb pea c
ube, the culti foot-wide kundalini garage Thursda
y gra-Ga munch alto also silhouettes rooftop mmar
proprietor, orderly imperfections, polycalix 2014
internal medium flares m gives it to them in sque
aks, from banal contempo lunch-foo seven bacteria



polysemous empathy, thee systemic
medicinal decades, Russt concrete
rises up through the onstrous norm,
numb culti foot-wide kundalini garage
Ga munch alto also silhouettes rooftop
orderly imperfections, polycalix
medium flares m gives it to them in
from banal contempo lunch-foo seven
of multiple personalities, oppor
unequivocal commons, buttons, five
oxygen duende new couch flexibel as a
cow 36-feet, polysemous empathy, thee

polysemous empathy, thee rivers medicinal
decades, stirs concrete rises up through
the onstrous norm, numb culti foot-wide
kundalini garage clings to the wolf in a
sentence, orderly imperfections, Dionysiac
medium flares green demon summer sum
from banal angelic steel prompt cracks
of multiple personalities, climbs
unequivocal commons, buttons, five
oxygen duende dead fishmap silent as a
cow, useless shadows soft against the mask
:Lorca: So, then, the duende is a force
not a labour, a struggle not a thought.
I heard an old maestro of the guitar
say: ‘The duende is not in the throat:
the duende surges up, inside, from the
soles of the feet.’ Meaning, it’s not a
question of skill, but of a style that’s
truly alive: meaning, it’s in the veins:
meaning, it’s of the most ancient culture
of immediate creation. polysemous empathy,
thee rivers medicinal cow, useless shadows
soft against the mask decades, stirs concrete
rises up through oxygen duende dead fishmap
silent as a, the onstrous norm, numb culti
foot-wide unequivocal commons, buttons, five



kundalini garage clings to the wolf in a
sentence, of multiple personalities, climbs
orderly imperfections, Dionysiac medium flares
green demon summer sum from banal angelic steel
prompt cracks, rhythm of the liquid razor serpent
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. nor trivial families open: the
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thousand cigar. cold para lips,s
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time-study of tho (Psyche)
band o bland o the sign can no



no banal subjectexotica
deper cut/paste around the Bauhaus
, reject by the rat
(enjoymeme) th L we fire as real

evalu prrrrrrrrrrrrdisparticipate
works engage an th the
situatic hex
sex situatic vex
participatinq organt
could the conc distinctivd
conductduit self-refl research
avo rete
concept mootmoatmot
riparian corn-tabulature heresy
nine dollar experimental combing
time-study of tho (Psyche)
band o bland o the sign can no
no banal subjectexotica
deper cut/paste around the Bauhaus
, reject by the rat
(enjoymeme) th L we fire as real

rete
riparian
ramet



Iris virginica, evalu prrrrrrrrrrrrdisparticipate
underground Leaves zigzag, works engage an th the
three-part arching stalk, situatic ex
pinkish-white fragrant edit, ex situatic ex
medicinal alligator root, participatinq organt
infusion Cherokee variable, could the conc distinctivd
1-2 cm in diameter (9 are rhizomes) conductduit
giant horsetails flytrap above ground, self-refl research
potato nodes strawberry portion avo re, starch upward
internodes, concept m cultivate applied unsuitable,
riparian corn-tabulature jasmonic acid heresy,
concentrations fungal fingerroot, nine dollar experimental
combing sympodial rhubarb, time-study of tho (Psyche)
nutrients creeping gravity band o bland o the sign can
no culinary bamboo sedge, no banal subjectexotica, no
subterranean asparagus proteins, deper cut/paste around
the Bauhaus Pando genetic glaciation, reject by the rat
(fires rival climate shift lifetime) ramets basal
variation clonal (enjoymeme) th L we fire as real

Iris virginica, evalu in the dog
underground Leaves zigzag, works
engage an th fox carotids variat
ion clonal (enjoymeme) th L we f
ire as goat said cat much spongy
spirits three-part arching stalk
, situatic cranium bone veins pi
nkish-white fragrant edit, ex si
tuatic nervous plexus cavities m
edicinal alligator root, partici
patinq fibers found coalesce (fi
res rival climate shift lifetime
) ramets cut humor imbued textur
e infusion Cherokee variable, co
uld the conc ascends animal arte
rial 1-2 cm in diameter (9 are r
hizomes) jugular silk-thread ves
sels the Bauhaus Pando genetic g
laciation, reject by the singula



r sojourn contrary giant horseta
ils flytrap above ground, self-r
efl pituitary, liquid experiment
potato nodes, strawberry portion
avo re, starch diaphragm neck ca
t subterranean asparagus protein
s, deper cut/paste cranial ladde
r stitches internodes, concept m
cultivate applied, rectiform inj
ected opposite no culinary bambo
o sedge, no banal subjectexotica
, sphenoid hidden fifth nutrient
s creeping gravity band, o bland
o the sign cavernous horse passa
ge riparian corn-tabulature jasm
onic acid, rete mirabile cerebru
m derived combing sympodial rhub
arb, time-study of, tho adjoined
ocular branches concentrations f
ungal fingerroot, nine dollar ci
rcuit orbiting rivulets vertebra

cultivate applied, rectiform twigs rain toxic
ected opposite no culinary inhibition inhibition
o sedge, no banal linear nitrogen, sphenoid
hidden fifth fluoride dropletss creeping gravity
band, o trembling aspen o the sign cavernous
horse gaseous phase flecks grey riparian are
stitches internodes, cell-wall recycling shirt,
deeper cut/paste cranial greenhouse salinity
corn-tabulature active foliage sonic acid, rete
mirabile heavy drought moon/mop derived combing
sympodial partial fungi generation garb, gut
subterranean asparagus carbon translocation
lungal fingerroot, nine dollar corticular
emergence urcuit orbiting rivulets structural
cortex leafless time-study of, thoughts
framework-sentencing ocular branches winter
photosynthesis Iris virginica, evaluke in the



fungi, o underground Leaves zigzag, in such
engage an th fox carotids develop from lion
clonal (enjoymeme) th L plant spells fire as goat
said cat much stolons or spirits three-part arching
remain interconnected, situatic cranium bone veins
also sexual avocado ramous, starch diaphragm neck
hypersaline patches monkish-white fragrant edit,
ex intervals scenttuatic nervous plexus layering
eggs medicinal alligator root, soil wind pastinq
fibers found coalesce (nodes stems potato nodes,
strawberry disturbance-generated response rival
climate shift clonal branches) ramets cut humor
imbued shrubs colonies errata infusion Cherokee
variable, adventitious rooting muld the conch
ascends, animal horizontal goldenrod sial 1-2 cm
in diameter (9 bulbs plantlets rhizomes) jugular
silk-thread apomixis dandelion seals the Bauhaus
Pando orange storage organs glaciation, reject by
the resurgent gradient our sojourn contrary giant
clock dynamics wills flytrap above ground, self
sunlight ramets pituitary, field fled physiological

THERE applied, rectiform twigs rain toxic
IS opposite no culinary inhibition inhibition
NO sedge, no banal linear nitrogen, sphenoid
NARRATION fifth fluoride dropletss creeping gravity
AS, o trembling aspen o the sign cavernous
SUCH gaseous phase flecks grey riparian are

toxic THERE applied, rectiform twigs rain
inhibition IS opposite no culinary inhibition
sphenoid NO sedge, no banal linear nitrogen,
gravity NARRATION fifth fluoride dropletss creeping
cavernous AS, o trembling aspen o the sign
are SUCH gaseous phase flecks grey riparian
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PERILOUS internodes, cell-wall recycling shirt,
NIGHT cut/paste cranial greenhouse salinity
FIZZLES-tabulature active foliage sonic acid, rete

rete PERILOUS internodes, cell-wall recycling
salinity NIGHT cut/paste cranial greenhouse
shirt, FIZZLES-tabulature active foliage sonic acid,

TAKE mirabile heavy drought moon/mop derived combing
AN sympodial partial fungi generation garb, gut
OBJECT subterranean asparagus carbon translocation
DO lungal fingerroot, nine dollar corticular
SOMETHING emergence urcuit orbiting rivulets structural
TO cortex leafless time-study of, thoughts
IT framework-sentencing ocular branches winter
DO photosynthesis Iris virginica, evaluke in the
SOMETHING fungi, o underground Leaves zigzag, in such
ELSE engage an th fox carotids develop from lion
TO clonal (enjoymeme) th L plant spells fire as goat
IT said cat much stolons or spirits three-part arching

TAKE sympodial OBJECT
DO emergence TO framework
Do fungi ELSE clonal IT



arching TAKE mirabile heavy drought
moon/mop derived combing goat AN
sympodial partial fungi generation
garb, gut lion OBJECT subterranean
asparagus carbon translocation such
DO lungal fingerroot, nine dollar
corticular the SOMETHING emergence
urcuit orbiting rivulets structural
winter TO cortex leafless time-study

three-part IT framework-sentencing fire as
DO photosynthesis Iris virginica, develop
from SOMETHING fungi, o underground Leaves
evaluke in ELSE engage an th fox carotids
ocular branches TO clonal th L plant spells
zigzag, in IT said cat much stolons or spirits

LOOKING interconnected, situatic cranium bone veins
IS sexual avocado ramous, starch diaphragm neck
AND patches monkish-white fragrant edit,
IS intervals scenttuatic nervous plexus layering
NOT medicinal alligator root, soil wind pastinq
EATING found coalesce (nodes stems potato nodes,
AND disturbance-generated response rival
ALSO shift clonal branches) ramets cut humor
BEING shrubs colonies errata infusion Cherokee
EATEN, adventitious rooting muld the conch



the conch LOOKING interconnected, situatic cranium
infusion Cherokee IS sexual avocado ramous, starch
cut humor AND patches monkish-white fragrant edit,
response rival IS intervals scenttuatic nervous
potato nodes, NOT medicinal alligator root, soil
bone veins EATING found coalesce (nodes stems
diaphragm neck AND disturbance-generated
ALSO shift clonal branches) ramets
plexus layering BEING shrubs colonies errata
wind pastinq EATEN, adventitious rooting muld

ALSO shift clonal branches) ramets
plexus layering BEING shrubs colon
ies errata diaphragm neck AND dist
urbance-generated wind pastinq EAT
EN, adventitious rooting muld, the
conch LOOKING interconnected, situ
atic cranium bone veins EATING fou
nd coalesce (nodes stems, infusion
Cherokee IS sexual avocado ramous,
starch cut humor AND patches monki
sh-white fragrant edit, potato nod
es, NOT medicinal, alligator root,
soil response rival IS intervals s
centtuatic, nervous, physiological

SOMETHING animal horizontal goldenrod sial 1-2 cm
TO BE diameter (9 bulbs plantlets rhizomes) jugular
FOLDED-thread apomixis dandelion seals the Bauhaus
OR orange storage organs glaciation, reject by
BENT resurgent gradient our sojourn contrary giant
OR dynamics wills flytrap above ground, self
STRETCHED ramets pituitary, field fled physiological



fled physiological SOMETHING animal horizontal
goldenrod sial 1-2 cm STRETCHED
ramets pituitary, field ground, self
TO BE diameter (9 bulbs
plantlets rhizomes) jugular OR dynamics
wills flytrap above contrary giant
FOLDED-thread apomixis dandelion seals
the Bauhaus BENT resurgent gradient
our sojourn OR orange storage
organs glaciation, reject by glaciation
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the lo madness cease. th
facd whic societyx gorn,
war of the disaste. the
utopic relationshiqp
contested in the comb
farce famous Syria, to
tea a few disastreh prodx
unhinged, harm the even
fiercely seams. for
further our leaders
ioerate what leather wind
fork civilian kelp? imagine
the defink mission intent
powern mi the another be
no boots in the boats they
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fine and what? war be was
a mob to preside each we.



absurdist truth forcd on the
call preside apocalypse wanderings been
o coffers madness behavior guardians
since Iraq war Vietnam worse
crisis dreaming lies once. remained
called ix nobody wisdom emergency
brie and it, eerie in
poet through survival the lo
madness cease. th personal cognitive
story plodding facd whic societyx
gorn, apprehension straining rivers war
of the disaste. the helpless
waking frames utopic relationshiqp endless
conundrum summer contested in the
comb emerges pre-Socratic alienation
farce famous Syria, to allegiance
outside institutional memory tea a
few disastreh prodx reticent vectors
mingle unhinged, harm the even
conceptions of complex astonishment fiercely
seams. for alert to esoteric
emotions further our leaders objectively
trained realities operate what leather
wind futurist mathematical primacy fork
civilian kelp? imagine market-absent
countercultural the defink mission intent
beyond independent transactions powern mi
the another be spectrum of
noncommercial tastes no boots in
the boats they academy and
aggressive moat nor meat. they
the bridges tank flea nine
step-by-step was here,
but here was the clothbound
fictional hierarchy fine and what?
war be was portable photo
paths pre-deliberate empathy a
mob to preside each we.



brings each room absurdist truth
forcd on one h le
abstrad call preside apocalypse wanderings
resemble addition there o coffers
madness behavior addle and passel
since Iraq war Vietnam snowing
pith marionettes crisis dreaming lies
once. everyday witch interventions called
ix nobody wisdom eat in
a lake, brie and it,
eerie refers to illuminations, poet
through survival the moticos compox
sponge, madness cease. th personal
additive and overpass story plodding
facd whic darkness mechanically exorbitant
gorn, apprehension straining rivers movie
swimming elements of the disaste.
the aquarium-gaze ointment waking
frames utopic relationshiqp psychoana l
body conundrum summer contested in
technology howling constructs comb emerges
pre-Socratic dog companies polluting
farce famous Syria, to the
sunken glue boundaries outside institutional
memory fragments grit astronauts few
disastreh prodx reticent reality stretches
like a series of linear
cranes mingle unhinged, harm the
familiar tongue-ruins subjective subculture
conceptions of complex astonishment ends
media been the Cairo seams.
for alert to beast of
acquired encyclopedia emotions further our
leaders retaining ceremonial dinner trained
realities operate what corn shoe
static wind futurist mathematical primacy
vacuum cleaner civilian kelp? imagine
market Prince Marlboro of Pie-Chart
countercultural the defink mission clown-fluff
sizzler beyond independent transactions powern
elevator shaft anchor talon the
another be spectrum peace-else
memorable fuller scarce television-impulse



windswept noncommercial tastes no boots
the spindrift boats beribboned they
academy middle-class commune ponders
aggressive moat nor meat. the
copse estaminet traduced bridges tank
flea declassified performative constituency
step-by-step was preposterous prosperity
puddles pigeons but here was
the if what in the
same public fictional hierarchy fine
and basketball-flat worldwide invisibility war
be was portable then inaccessibility
at inaccessibility paths pre-deliberate mob
to preside each systems remote
nerve-parse very leaves overlapping.
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battleroll ritual dispute
maps why imperial rocks
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inquiry. invisible radicalism
deepens the remote focus.

where they fictional island life
ear at the deep drifting
shoes crowd bursting capitalist crabscrews



novel re-activated news battleroll ritual
dispute the die-hard maps why
imperial rocks spaceship is workshop
have claimed historical pioneers around
inquiry. invisible radicalism off-limits
deepens the remote focus guru state.

verbatim the manager where they fictional
island life animates separates reformats
ear at the deep
drifting will seas
presents emerge
shoes
crowd bursting
capitalist crabscrews allow
subjectivity resistance novel re-activated
news battleroll ritual non-selfsame modes
of margarine, dispute the die-hard maps
why magic cities and subtexts
imperial rocks spaceship is
workshop to Salem
and back
twice
before breakfast,
have claimed historical
pioneers around their secret
pilfered seams, shelves encourage inquiry.
invisible radicalism off-limits despoiled
biopolitical interviews and applications,
deepens the remote
focus guru
state.



verbatim the manager where they fictional
island life animates separates reformats
ear at the deep paranoid monster effect
drifting will seas and persona raw
presents emerge pornography copies feral
shoes miserable building full of icons
crowd bursting anonymous mink wrinkles
capitalist crabscrews allow hollowed
subjectivity resistance novel re-activated
news battleroll ritual non-selfsame modes
of margarine, dispute the die-hard maps
why magic cities and subtexts emulate
imperial rocks spaceship is riot salon
workshop to Salem haircuts Rimbaud
and back summer unprofessional
twice sleeves glacial exhaust parasites
before breakfast, hamsters to survive failure
have claimed historical dirt proposal
pioneers around their secret bodybuilding
pilfered seams, shelves encourage inquiry.
invisible radicalism off-limits despoiled
biopolitical interviews and applications,
deepens the remote identity leather properly
focus guru aggressive and fierce
scary seriously speechless sentences state.

why magic cities and subtexts
spaceship is riot salon
workshop to unprofessional
twice sleeves glacial exhaust
parasites of margarine, the
shoes miserable full of icons
die-hard maps presents emerge
copies feral wrinkles
before breakfast, hamsters to
failure news battleroll
non-selfsame modes hollowed
have dirt proposal, their secret
bodybuilding pilfered seams,



shelves subjectivity re-activated
inquiry off-limits despoiled
biopolitical interviews and
applications, capitalist allow
remote identity leather properly
guru aggressive and fierce
sentences verbatim the manager
they fictional crowd bursting mink
island life separates reformats
ear at the monster effect
drifting seas and persona raw

have dirt proposal, their die-hard
maps presents bodybuilding pilfered,
twice sleeves glacial shelves
subjectivity non-selfsame modes
inquiry off-limits shoes miserable
full of biopolitical interviews
workshop to applications, capitalist
failure news remote identity leather
spaceship is riot guru aggressive
and why magic cities and sentences
verbatim the before breakfast,
hamsters they fictional crowd bursting
parasites of margarine, island life
separates drifting seas and persona
ear at the monster copies feral
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signage. the road of
excess leads to the
gymnasium of collaboration.
+ bookshelves restaurant,
maps! looks a little like
a syllabic hair-dryer Gatling
gun bird-feeder against the
squirrels. maybe i have
been reading too many
encapsulated Robin Hood
rest stops, summons the
occult vocabulary of dreams
polar milliseconds rarely
shared such as electricity in
North Carolina, circa 1976.
i was in college with Jimmy
Carter. it was a very hot
summer. we barbecued flags
for the 4th of July. i still
don't have a functional resume.
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was always a pack of lies.
this poem, however,
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Gloria Anzaldua:
The danger in writing is not fusing our personal experience and world
view with the social reality we live in, with our inner life, our
history, our economics, and our vision. What validates us as human
beings validates us as writers. What matters to us is the
relationships that are important to us whether with our self or
others. We must use what is important to us to get to the writing. No
topic is too trivial. The danger is in being too universal and
humanitarian and invoking the eternal to the sacrifice of the
particular and the feminine and the specific historical moment.
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